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What if color held the secrets to powerful magic? Forced to move into the palace, Jessa begins

training as a Color Alchemist under the direction of the kingdom's most eligible bachelor, Prince

Lucas. As an alchemist, Jessa must capture and harness the color of living things. Every color has

a unique purpose, except red. Red is the untapped magic no one can accessâ€”until Jessa.Prince

Lucas is running out of time. His mother is deathly ill and healing magic hasnâ€™t worked. When

Lucas suspects someone is using alchemy to control her, he sets out to discover the truth, no

matter the cost.PRISM is the first full length installment of a unique young adult romantic fantasy

series where a dystopian world with a Victorian flair meets the dynamic magic of color! â€œ...The

(quite literally) colorful landscapeâ€”animated by an intriguing castâ€”is complex but well-explained.

Masterfully plotted, Walker builds to not one but several unexpected twists in the novelâ€™s final

pages. Readers will no doubt clamor for the next book in this series; a thrilling start from an exciting

new talent.â€• â€“Kirkus Reviews Nina Walker lives in Utah with her husband, children, and two

ornery cats. When she isnâ€™t busy writing fantasy romance or reading, Nina is helping busy

women prioritize their health through online support groups. Follow her on Facebook at â€œNina

Walker Books,â€• Instagram @ninawalkerbooks, or go to www.ninawalkerbooks.com
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Holy Guacamole, I couldn't put this book down! The moment I began reading to the very last word

written on the page there was never a dull moment in Prism. The story line is unlike anything I have

read before, the author takes you on such an exciting journey into Jessa & Lucas' world full of magic

and the unexpected. I felt like the characters became my friends and I was right there beside them

during all the twists, turns and emotions of the book. I cannot wait for the second book in this series

to be released as I am suffering from a major book hangover with this one!

I don't even know where to begin with this review. I'm completely blown away and I would give

Prism more than 5 stars if I could! Nina Walker has created such a unique concept, putting a new

spin on magic, and executed it perfectly. I absolutely adore novels with magic and coming across a

story like this with such intricate world and character building is always a real treat. I would

recommend this book to anyone and everyone.

I enjoyed it from page one! The story was fascinating and so imaginative. It was such an interesting

premise and I had a hard time putting it down. While she is a new author, there are only very few

moments that display her lack of experience. However the story is strong and enjoyable. I enjoyed

the characters and reading from their different perspectives. I cannot wait to read the next one!

4.5 stars - what a fun, refreshing, and unique read. I loved the concept and I can't wait for Book 2!

The writing was great, as was the character development and world-building. Definitely a new

favorite author for me!

Such a great book!!! The idea of color alchemy is extremely well developed and so different from

any other storyline I've read. The characters seem so REAL, I can literally see and hear them in my

head. And the butterflies in your stomach chemistry between Lucas and Jessa is MAGIC...without

going over the top. Can't wait for number two in this series.

I can't say enough how much I loved this book. From the first chapter Nina drew me into this



magical world of Jessa and Lucas. She kept me guessing all the way through! I couldn't put it down

until I finished the entire book! I am anxiously, impatiently awaiting the next book in the Color

Alchemist series.

The book has sucked me in and I cannot wait for the second book to be released. Prism is thrilling,

and definitely different than other books in the young adult and adult fantasy genres. Definitely a

favorite. Can't wait to see what Walker comes up with next!

Young adult fiction is by far my favorite thing to read and I love this fresh, new take on the genre!!

The book was captivating and I loved the characters. I cannot WAIT for the sequel!!
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